Introducing the **SECOND EDITION** of

**Safe Dates:** the only evidence-based curriculum that prevents dating abuse.

**Safe Dates**  **GRADES 9-12**

**An Adolescent Dating Abuse Prevention Curriculum**

*by Vangie Foshee, Ph.D., and Stacey Langwick, Ph.D.*

*Safe Dates* is the only evidence-based adolescent dating abuse prevention program available today. Highly engaging and interactive, the second edition of *Safe Dates* helps teens recognize the difference between caring, supportive relationships and controlling, manipulative, or abusive dating relationships.

With updated facts and statistics, new scenarios that address issues faced by today’s teens, an evidence-based family component, and an all-new, easy-to-use design, this new edition of *Safe Dates* is sure to make a positive impact on students and their families.

*Safe Dates*  
- works as a prevention and intervention tool  
- has strong outcomes even after four years  
- is proven effective with boys as well as girls  
- addresses both perpetrators and victims of abuse  
- acknowledges that either gender could play either role

**What’s new about Safe Dates?**

- **Updated facts and statistics:** New research, the latest statistics and facts about teen dating violence, scenarios that now reflect a more diverse population, and information regarding dating abuse via technology have been incorporated.

- **All-new family component:** Students can now take the learning home and continue the important discussions started in the classroom about dating and dating abuse. Easy-to-follow booklets include useful information and fun conversation starters for families.

- **New convenient design:** The three-ring binder has been replaced by an attractive, easy-to-use softcover manual. No more broken binder rings and lost pages.

To learn more, go to [hazelden.org/safedates](https://hazelden.org/safedates).